
The smart, secure and convenient 
way to meet package and asset 
delivery demands

Shipping

ParcelPoint™ Smart Lockers
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Organizations that receive large 
volumes of packages understand  
the challenges in managing package 
receiving and delivery. Overstuffed 
mailrooms, misplaced or lost  
packages, and long package pickup 
lines are just a few of the issues 
mailrooms everywhere are facing  
with the rising surge of packages 
coming into their organization. 

ParcelPoint™ Smart Lockers from  
Pitney Bowes are the simple,  
modern solution to managing  
evolving package, mail and asset 
delivery demands. Our intelligent, 

self-service lockers make package  
and asset delivery processes more 
efficient and offer numerous  
benefits for any organization. 

Streamline package and asset 
delivery processes:

• 24/7 self-service access: Automated 
alerts notify recipients of incoming 
packages so they can securely 
retrieve them at their convenience. 

• Contactless delivery: Smart lockers 
offer convenient, contactless delivery 
and pickup, keeping both staff and 
recipients safe. 

• Complete chain of custody: 
Seamlessly integrate with 
PitneyTrack® Inbound, our package 
tracking software, to ensure receipt 
and delivery with ease. 

• Flexible options: With preconfigured, 
customizable and outdoor locker 
designs available, we have a solution 
to fit your specific volume, space and 
layout requirements.

• Multiple workflows: Simplify parcel, 
asset and workplace storage 
management, all from the same 
locker banks, or easily expand to 
meet your evolving needs. 

Simplify the inbound package and asset delivery 
process with flexible smart locker solutions
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When your staff is dealing with  
a high volume of packages daily, 
ParcelPoint™ Smart Lockers ease the 
burden. With simple scans of package 
barcodes, operators can easily load 
locker compartments, which will 
trigger automatic notifications to 
recipients when their packages are 
ready. The email notification includes  
a barcode or unique PIN for secure 
access, so recipients can then safely 
access their locker compartments. 

When a recipient arrives at the locker, 
they can simply scan the barcode  
with their phone or enter in their 
unique PIN code at the kiosk. The 
locker compartment will automatically 
open, the package can be retrieved 
and the recipient can continue on 
their way. With signature or even 
photo confirmation, pickups are 
captured and tracked to help to 
eliminate lost packages for full  
chain of custody reporting. 

Streamline your mailroom workflows with  
our easy-to-use solution for delivery and 
package pickup.

Scan operator barcode Scan package barcode
to open locker

Load package into locker

Scan recipient barcode
from phone at locker

Locker opens after
identification verification

Signature and/or photo capture

Retrieve contents and  
close locker

Accessibility
ParcelPoint Smart Lockers are built 
with accessibility in mind. Our lockers 
are in compliance with the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards 
for kiosk design. With wheelchair-
accessible locker compartments and 
an easy-to-use, built-in audio and 
visual assistive keypad, they meet  
the needs of everyone within  
your organization. 
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Today’s organizations are looking for multiple ways to transform office spaces to more modern and smarter environments. 
ParcelPoint™ Smart Lockers can deliver additional value through various uses, customized workflows and ongoing 
enhancements.

Optimize compartment space and deliver more value to your smart locker investment through simple software add-ons. In 
addition to the convenience of safe, contactless, anytime pick-up of packages and assets, ParcelPoint Smart Lockers can 
also provide safe, secure, self-service storage — all from the same solution.

Distribute, manage and receive internal assets —  
safely and securely
Distributing valuable assets to employees is vital to business 
operations. However, maintaining and tracking those assets 
isn’t always straightforward. 

Our ParcelPoint Smart Lockers can be used for the 
distribution, exchange or return of valuable internal assets 
through simplified workflows. Your organization will be  
able to easily track and manage assets, so you’ll know  
when they were delivered, who has them and for how  
long. This may include:

• Onboarding materials
• IT equipment 
• Tools and other workplace supplies
• Promotional materials

Asset management Workplace day use

Smart storage, whenever it’s needed
As companies re-evaluate how and where their employees 
work, they’re considering the needs of their hybrid 
workforce and designing a work environment that’s  
flexible and safe. Traditional, dedicated workstations are 
being replaced by “hot desking” and collaborative areas, 
often leaving employees without a secure place to store 
their personal items when they are in the office.

ParcelPoint Smart Lockers Workplace Day Use is the  
smart, secure way for your employees and/or guests  
to temporarily store personal items and work-related 
equipment. It’s a practical solution that provides  
flexibility and peace of mind during office visits. 

Increase the value of your investment 
with a multi-functional solution 
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A secure, centralized  
cloud-first approach
ParcelPoint™ Smart Lockers can  
be easily managed using Shipping 
360, Pitney Bowes’ powerful SaaS-
based platform. 

With the Shipping 360 platform, you 
gain full transparency into the lockers 
in use and duration of time that each 
package remains in a locker, as well  
as the empty lockers available for 
accepting contents. Plus, you can 
remotely manage a single locker  

or a fleet of lockers across multiple 
locations, as well as: 

• Remotely troubleshoot locker issues 
with the ability to open locker doors.

• Gain visibility into usage via real-time 
dashboards to help determine locker-
use allocations.

• Monitor current and historical trends 
across your organization.

• Make use of under-utilized 
compartments with Asset 
Management or Day Use Workflows. 

Gain visibility into usage and strategically deliver 
more value with the Shipping 360™ platform

Our cloud-based 
platform seamlessly 
integrates within  
your organization’s 
mailing, shipping, 
tracking, receiving and 
distribution operations  
to create end-to-end 
solutions with 360- 
degree visibility.

All the benefits of physical  
locker storage plus inbound 
receiving software
Available on the Shipping 360 
platform, PitneyTrack Inbound is  
the smarter way to receive and track 
inbound packages. Our cloud-based 
solution seamlessly integrates with  
our ParcelPoint Smart Lockers and 
provides tracking and recipient details 
as inbound packages move through 
your organization. It establishes chain 
of custody, so you always know what 

came in, who it was for and when it 
was delivered to the final recipient. 

Simplify tracking and receiving by: 

• Eliminating manual tasks such as 
paper-based logging.

• Quick scanning of all packages  
and verifying count with the  
carriers’ manifests.

• Automatically capturing package 
details with simple barcode scanning. 

• Summarizing the status of  
packages by date and location  
via actionable dashboards. 

• Easily capture delivery signatures  
and photos.

 
Together, our tracking software and 
smart lockers become a sophisticated, 
easy-to-use solution that provides full, 
end-to-end visibility and confidence 
that every package and asset moving 
across your organization will be 
delivered safely and securely. 

PitneyTrack® Inbound: End-to-end package visibility
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Plus Series: Customized configurations to fit your needs.
Our highly customizable Plus Series are custom tailored  
to your specifications. Whether it’s a simple or complex 
workflow, varying volume and space requirements or a 
must-have custom color, the Plus Series has you covered  
in options like:

• A modular design with 20+ column configurations to 
choose from.

• An assortment of front and rear load compartments 
ranging from small to oversized.

• Your choice of any RAL powder coat paint color or 
customized design (just add your brand or school logos 
with locker wraps). 

Express Series: Preconfigured design for simplicity  
and convenience. 
With the option to be delivered and installed in 4 weeks  
or less*, you’ll enjoy our pre-configured lockers with  
fast delivery, easy installation and simple system 
management, plus: 

• A choice of 4, 5, 6 or 7 linear columns, ranging from 
28-52 compartments

• An assortment of small, medium, and large front  
load compartments.

• Availability in 4 colors (white, aluminum, grey and beige). 

*Delivery outside of the contiguous United States may take longer than four weeks 

With preconfigured, customizable, and outdoor locker designs available, we have a solution to fit your specific volume, 
space, layout and workflow requirements. With ParcelPoint Smart Lockers, you can have both the extensibility you want 
and scalability you need to meet evolving parcel and asset management needs.

Gain additional flexibility and 
convenience with our extremely 
durable outdoor locker systems, 
offering protection from moisture, 
heat, cold and wind, so your 
packages and assets are safe,  
secure and always accessible.  
These sturdy alternatives:

• Provide options for your locker placement. 

• Allows for an extension of mail room operating hours 
without having to add staff with 24/7 package pick up.

• Are available in a standard gray with the option for a 
customized locker wrap. 

• Come in 4 pre-configured double column towers with 
multiple compartment sizes.

• Includes LED lighted canopies for safe and easy use of 
lockers at night.

ParcelPoint™ Smart Locker configurations

Indoor lockers Outdoor lockers:  
Bring simplified delivery outside

Visual display ideas are endless:  
Our smart locker custom wraps provide an excellent 
platform to promote your brand or school spirit by adding 
your logo, team mascot or other graphic images and words.
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We have an easy way to pay for our ParcelPointTM Smart 
Lockers with the Finance to Own option from Pitney Bowes. 
With flexible terms and no down payment, you can select a 
payment plan that fits your budget. The Finance to Own  
program offers: 

• Flexible terms: Take advantage of special 24 to 66-month 
financing terms. 

• Preserve cash flow: Keep your cash flow available for 
other business needs.

• Immediate ownership: Take title of your lockers 
immediately upon installation.

 
And best of all, with fast turnaround financing, you can 
make modern package delivery your new reality. 

Flexible payment options: 

ParcelPoint™ Smart Lockers simplify parcel and 
asset management from point to point.

Manage evolving package and mail delivery demands while reducing 
time spent on manual processes.  

Maintain employee health and safety and lower risk, with lockers that 
allow for contactless delivery and pickup. 

Free up crowded mail room space with configurable locker banks that  
can hold packages of any shape or size. 

Protect your assets and ensure accountability with safe, secure storage 

Modernize the delivery experience with automated notifications, 
barcode scanning and convenient, self-service access.

Benefits for recipients:

• Prompt notification of an incoming item

• Simple access enabled through secure PIN or barcode

• Convenient, contactless anytime access

• Assured safe storage of mail, parcels, and assets

• Elimination of wait time to retrieve packages

Benefits for your staff:

• Safe, secure process for the delivery and retrieval of 
packages 24/7

• Extend service hours without adding staff

• Reduce delivery delays and number of misplaced packages

• Enable contactless delivery points for employees

• Minimize multiple delivery attempts and reshipment costs
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All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  
© 2023 Pitney Bowes Inc. All rights reserved.

For more information,  
visit us online: pitneybowes.com

United States
3001 Summer Street
Stamford, CT 06926-0700


